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MONITORING DEFORMATION AND TIME 
TO LOGICALLY CONSTRAIN A BONDING 

PROCESS 

TECHNICAL FIELD 

The present invention relates generally to automated bond 
ing processes and more particularly to a process control pro 
cedure Which monitors deformation and time in a bonding 
process to logically constrain the process, thereby narrowing 
the range of variation in the geometric parameters of 
deformed bond members produced by the process. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Microelectronic components, such as integrated circuits, 
semiconductors, and the like, Which are termed Workpieces in 
the present context, typically have many electrically conduc 
tive pads requiring conductive connection With one or more 
cooperative electrically conductive pads on the same Work 
piece or on one or more other associated Workpieces. Con 
ductive connection of the pads is conventionally provided by 
a Wire segment Which is bonded to a bond site on each of the 
pads using an automated Wire bonding machine having a high 
degree ofspeed and precision. US. Pat. No. 6,102,275, Which 
is incorporated herein by reference, discloses a bond head for 
a Wire bonding machine and an associated automated high 
speed Wire bonding process Which are used to produce tWo 
speci?c types of Wire bonds in series termed ball bonds and 
stitch bonds, respectively. 

In a simple case of the ball and stitch bonding process 
disclosed in US. Pat. No. 6,102,275, construction ofan elec 
trical connection betWeen a ?rst and a second bond site on a 
pad pair is initiated by feeding a Wire from a Wire supply to a 
capillary tool mounted to the bond head of the Wire bonding 
machine. A free end of the Wire, termed a Wire tail, is sus 
pended in air from the capillary tool and heated to form an 
essentially spherical, free air ball from the Wire tail. The tool 
positions the free air ball at the ?rst bond site, Which is on one 
pad of the pad pair Where a ball bond is desired. The tool 
applies a doWnWard compression force to press the free air 
ball against the pad While transmitting bonding energy to the 
free air ball from a cooperative ultrasonic transducer likeWise 
mounted to the bond head of the Wire bonding machine. The 
combination of compression force and bonding energy 
deforms the free air ball onto the pad from its previously 
undeformed essentially spherical shape to a deformed more 
?attened shape, thereby joining the ball and pad at the ?rst 
bond site to create the ball bond de?ned by the ?attened ball. 
Upon completion of the ball bond, the tool is displaced 

aWay from the ?rst bond site along a predetermined pathWay 
to a second bond site at the remaining pad of the pad pair 
Which is on the same or a different Workpiece. One end of the 
Wire is retained in attachment With the ball bond at the ?rst 
bond site While additional Wire is played out to the tool from 
the Wire supply. As a result, a Wire segment extends from the 
ball bond at the ?rst bond site to the tool at the second bond 
site. The tool applies a doWnWard compression force to press 
the Wire segment against the pad at the second bond site While 
transmitting bonding energy to the Wire from the ultrasonic 
transducer. The combination of compression force and bond 
ing energy deforms the Wire against the pad from its previ 
ously undeformed intact shape to a deformed crimped shape, 
thereby joining the Wire and pad at the second bond site to 
create the stitch bond de?ned by the Wire crimp. 
Upon completion of the stitch bond, the bond tool is dis 

placed to a remote position aWay from the second bond site 
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2 
While the Wire is retained in attachment With the stitch bond at 
the second bond site and additional Wire is played out to the 
tool from the Wire supply to form a neW Wire tail extending 
from the stitch bond at the second bond site to the tool at the 
remote position. The ball and stitch bonding cycle is com 
pleted by breaking off the Wire tail from the stitch bond at the 
second bond site While retaining the stitch bond in engage 
ment With the pad. The above-recited cycle may be repeated 
as often as desired on additional pad pairs. 

Ball and stitch bonding is also applicable to more complex 
cases Where a serial electrical connection is desired betWeen 
a series of three or more pads. In accordance With the more 
complex case, a ball bond is formed on the ?rst pad of the 
series in the manner recited above and stitch bonds are sub 
sequently formed on each succeeding pad in the series. HoW 
ever, the Wire is not broken off from each stitch bond as in the 
earlier case, but is only broken off When the ?nal stitch bond 
in the series is completed. 
An alternate related microelectronic application of the 

bond head ofU.S. Pat. No. 6,102,275 is disclosed in US. Pat. 
No. 6,622,903, Which is also incorporated herein by refer 
ence. In accordance With US. Pat. No. 6,622,903, the bond 
head of the Wire bonding machine is employed to mount a ball 
bump to a bond site on a surface of a Workpiece. The ball 
bump has subsequent utility for conductively bonding the 
Workpiece on Which the ball bump is mounted to a bond site 
on the surface of another Workpiece. Alternatively or addi 
tionally the ball bump has utility for controlling the geometric 
spacing betWeen the bonded Workpieces or the joint height of 
the bonded Workpieces. 
The Workpieces are usually either a Wafer or a substrate. A 

Wafer typically consists of a plurality of grouped die Which all 
share a continuous common surface. A substrate is typically a 
relatively large planar structure such as a printed circuit or an 
integrated circuit package. In an exemplary microelectronic 
application of a ball bump, each die on a Wafer is a tiny 
semiconductor component, such as a diode, transistor or inte 
grated circuit, Which has one or more die pads on the surface 
of the die, each die pad de?ning a discrete bond site. A ball 
bump is mounted to each die pad on the Wafer and the Wafer 
is subsequently cut into individual die, each of Which has one 
or more ball bumps mounted thereto depending on the num 
ber of die pads on the surface of the die. Thereafter, each die 
pad is bonded to a corresponding bond site on the surface of 
a substrate by means of the ball bump on the die pad, Wherein 
each bond site on the substrate is de?ned by a substrate pad. 
The ball bumps are mounted to the die pads on the Wafer 

using substantially the same automated high speed Wire 
bonding process described above to form ball bonds. HoW 
ever, in the case of ball bumps, formation of the stitch bond is 
omitted after each free air ball is deformed and correspond 
ingly mounted to a die pad on the Wafer. Instead, the Wire is 
broken aWay from the ball bump after deformation and 
mounting. The resulting ball bumps, nevertheless, have 
essentially the same deformed ?attened shape relative to the 
undeformed free air ball as do the ball bonds. LikeWise, the 
ball bumps join the die pads With the substrate pads in a 
manner similar to ball bonding by compressing all the ball 
bumps against the pad substrates in unison While simulta 
neously heating or otherWise applying energy to the ball 
bumps. Because the ball bumps are formed from an electri 
cally conductive metal, the ball bumps function not only as an 
adhesive joint, but as an electrical conductor betWeen the die 
and substrate. 

Yet another alternate related microelectronic application of 
a bonding machine, Which has a bond head and tool mounted 
thereto, employs the bond head to electrically connect a tab 
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lead to a die or substrate pad. The tab lead is one of a plurality 
of tab leads, Which are electrically conductive and Which have 
been press mounted into a pattern on a ?exible medium. The 
bond head bonds the tab lead to the pad at a bond site, Which 
results in an electrical connection betWeen the tab lead and the 
pad termed a tab bond. 

The structural integrity and operational performance of 
ball bumps, ball bonds, stitch bonds, tab bonds, and other like 
deformed bond members, Which are produced in the manner 
described above, are inter alia a function of certain geometric 
parameters of the deformed bond member, such as the height 
of the deformed ball bond orball bump for a given free airball 
diameter, the impression depth of a stitch bond for a given 
Wire diameter, or the impression depth of a tab bond for a 
given tab lead thickness. It has speci?cally been found that the 
degree of deformation the bond head imposes on an unde 
formed ball, Wire, or tab lead is a good predictor of the 
ultimate integrity and performance characteristics of the 
deformed bond member. Accordingly, the operator effects 
process control for production of the deformed bonded struc 
ture by l) predetermining a ?xed bonding energy application 
time Which the practitioner believes Will achieve a desired 
degree of deformation of the ?nal product, and 2) coupling 
the bonding energy from the activated ultrasonic transducer 
to the undeformed free air ball, intact Wire, or intact tab lead 
for the ?xed bonding energy application time to produce a 
deformed bond member. 

Although the above-recited process control procedure 
results in a relatively high percentage of acceptable ?nal 
products, signi?cant variability nevertheless remains in the 
geometric parameters of the ball bonds, stitch bonds, ball 
bumps, and tab bonds over a large sample of such deformed 
bond members. This variability typically folloWs a normal 
iZed distribution and produces a signi?cant number of unac 
ceptable ?nal products, i.e., ball bonds, stitch bonds, ball 
bumps, and tab bonds, exhibiting values of geometric param 
eters outside acceptable limits. The acceptable limits for the 
values of geometric parameters have become increasingly 
?ner as the microelectronic components and the electronic 
systems in Which the components are utiliZed have in general 
shrunken in siZe. 

For any given geometric parameter, the variability of the 
parameter is the result of many inherent process variables 
Which in?uence the coupling of bonding energy from the 
ultrasonic transducer to the free air ball, intact Wire, or intact 
tab lead. Such inherent process variables include the compo 
sition of the material from Which the pad, Wire and/ or tab lead 
are fabricated, the con?guration and dimensions of the bond 
site and the Wire, and the degree of Wear exhibited by the tool, 
to name but a feW. Unfortunately many of these inherent 
process variables are neither readily measurable nor readily 
controllable by the operator of the bonding machine. Accord 
ingly, the practitioner must accept deformed bond members 
exhibiting geometric parameters Which have an undesirably 
broad distribution as an unavoidable consequence of conven 
tional automated high-speed bonding processes. 

The present invention recogniZes a need for an automated 
high-speed bonding process Which produces ball bonds, 
stitch bonds, ball bumps, tab bonds, or the like With geometric 
parameters having a relatively narroW distribution, such that 
the geometric parameters fall Within acceptable production 
tolerances. Accordingly, it is generally an object of the 
present invention to provide an automated high-speed bond 
ing process Which produces ball bonds, stitch bonds, ball 
bumps, tab bonds, or the like With geometric parameters 
having a relatively narroW distribution. More particularly, it is 
an object of the present invention to provide a process control 
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4 
procedure for operation of an automated high-speed bonding 
machine Which enables the machine to produce ball bonds, 
stitch bonds, ball bumps, tab bonds, or the like With geometric 
parameters having a relatively narroW distribution. It is 
another object of the present invention to provide a process 
control procedure adapted to operation of a conventional 
bonding machine Which enables the machine to produce ball 
bonds, stitch bonds, ball bumps, tab bonds, or the like With 
geometric parameters having a relatively narroW distribution. 
These objects and others are accomplished in accordance 
With the invention described hereafter. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is a process control procedure for a 
bonding process. A deformation limit is predetermined for 
deforming a bonding precursor member and a deforming time 
limit is also predetermined for deforming the bonding pre 
cursor member. The bonding precursor member is preferably 
a free air ball, an intact Wire, or an intact tab lead. The bonding 
precursor member is deformed While monitoring instanta 
neous deformation values and instantaneous deforming time 
values for the bonding precursor member. A deforming shut 
doWn time value is set at an instantaneous deforming time 
value corresponding to an occurrence of a ?rst condition or a 
second condition. The ?rst condition is an instantaneous 
deformation value for the bonding precursor member reach 
ing the deformation limit and the second condition is an 
instantaneous deforming time value for the bonding precur 
sor member reaching the deforming time limit. Deformation 
of the bonding precursor member is shut doWn at the deform 
ing shut-down time value, thereby producing a deformed 
bond member from the bonding precursor member. The 
deformed bond member is preferably a ball bond, a ball 
bump, a stitch bond, or a tab bond. 

In accordance With one embodiment, the deformation limit 
for deforming the bonding precursor member is a deforma 
tion upper control limit and the deforming time limit is an 
actuator time upper control limit for a bonding energy actua 
tor. The bonding energy actuator is preferably an ultrasonic 
transducer and the bonding energy is ultrasonic energy. The 
bonding precursor member is deformed in response to a 
bonding energy Which is applied to the bonding precursor 
member from the bonding energy actuator in an activated 
state. The actuator shut-doWn time value is set at an earliest 
instantaneous actuator time value corresponding to an earliest 
occurrence of a ?rst condition or a second condition. The ?rst 
condition is an instantaneous deformation value of the bond 
ing precursor member reaching the deformation upper con 
trol limit and the second condition is an instantaneous actua 
tor time value reaching the actuator time upper control limit. 
Application of the bonding energy to the bonding precursor 
member is shut doWn at the actuator shut-doWn time value, 
thereby producing the deformed bond member from the 
bonding precursor member. 

The present embodiment preferably further comprises seri 
ally applying the bonding energy from the activated bonding 
energy actuator to a plurality of additional bonding precursor 
members. The actuator shut-doWn time value is set for each of 
the plurality of additional bonding precursor members in 
accordance With the above-recited logic sequence. Applica 
tion of the bonding energy to each of the plurality of addi 
tional bonding precursor members is serially shut doWn at 
each respective actuator shut-doWn time value, thereby pro 
ducing a neW deformed bond member from each of the plu 
rality of additional bonding precursor members. Each of the 
neW deformed bond members has a ?nal deformation value 
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and all the ?nal deformation values form a constrained defor 
mation distribution. The constrained deformation distribution 
is narroWer than a deformation distribution for a plurality of 
deformed bond members each of Which has a ?nal deforma 
tion value determined by a ?xed predetermined actuator shut 
doWn time value. 

The present embodiment preferably further comprises pre 
determining a nominal deformation value for deforming the 
bonding precursor member, Which is less than the deforma 
tion upper control limit, and a nominal actuator time value for 
the bonding energy actuator, Which is less than the actuator 
time upper control limit. The nominal actuator time value 
corresponds to a desired actuator shut-doWn time value for 
deforming the bonding precursor member and the nominal 
deformation value corresponds to a desired ?nal deformation 
value for the deformed bond member. The ?nal deformation 
values are distributed about the nominal deformation value. 

In accordance With another embodiment of the present 
procedure, a plurality of deformation limits and time limits 
are predetermined. The predetermined deformation limits are 
a deformation upper control limit and a deformation loWer 
control limit. The predetermined time limits are an actuator 
time upper control limit, an actuator time loWer control limit, 
and a nominal actuator time value. The nominal actuator time 
value is betWeen the actuator time upper control limit and the 
actuator time loWer control limit. The actuator start time and 
the actuator time loWer control limit de?ne bounds of a ?rst 
time interval. The actuator time loWer control limit and the 
nominal actuator time value de?ne bounds of a second time 
interval. The nominal actuator time value and the actuator 
time upper control limit de?ne bounds of a third time interval. 

The actuator shut-down time value is alWays set at an 
instantaneous actuator time value outside the ?rst time inter 
val. The actuator shut-doWn time value is set at an earliest 
instantaneous actuator time value Within the second time 
interval if and When an instantaneous deformation value of 
the bonding precursor member is greater than the deforma 
tion upper control limit Within the second time interval. The 
actuator shut-doWn time value is set at an earliest instanta 
neous actuator time value Within the third time interval if and 
When an instantaneous deformation value of the bonding 
precursor member is greater than the deformation loWer con 
trol limit Within the third time interval. The actuator shut 
doWn time value is set at the actuator time upper control limit 
if the instantaneous actuator time reaches the actuator time 
upper control limit before the actuator shut-doWn time value 
has been set. 

The present embodiment preferably further comprises seri 
ally applying the bonding energy from the activated bonding 
energy actuator to a plurality of additional bonding precursor 
members. The actuator shut-doWn time value is set for each of 
the plurality of additional bonding precursor members in 
accordance With the above-recited logic sequence. 

The present invention Will be further understood from the 
draWings and the folloWing detailed description. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is an elevational vieW of a ball bond and a stitch 
bond in cooperative combination Which are constructed in 
accordance With a bonding process employing a process con 
trol procedure of the present invention. 

FIG. 2 is a cross-sectional side vieW of a free air ball at the 
beginning of a deformation stage of a ball bond or ball bump 
process. 

FIG. 3 is a cross-sectional side vieW of a ball bond or ball 
bump at the end of the deformation stage of FIG. 2. 
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6 
FIG. 4 is a cross-sectional side vieW of an intact Wire 

segment at the beginning of a deformation stage of a stitch 
bond process. 

FIG. 5 is a cross-sectional side vieW of a stitch bond at the 
end of the deformation stage of FIG. 4. 

FIG. 6 is a cross-sectional side vieW of an intact tab lead at 
the beginning of a deformation stage of a tab bond process. 

FIG. 7 is a cross-sectional side vieW of a tab bond at the end 
of the deformation stage of FIG. 6. 

FIG. 8 is a graphical representation of compression force 
and bonding energy levels as a function of time during prac 
tice of the deformation stage of a bonding process. 

FIG. 9 is a graphical representation of a process control 
procedure of the present invention applied to an energy appli 
cation step encompassed by the deformation stage of FIG. 8. 

FIG. 10 is a graphical representation of an alternate process 
control procedure of the present invention applied to an 
energy application step encompassed by the deformation 
stage of FIG. 8. 

FIG. 11 is a graphical representation of a prior art process 
control procedure applied to an energy application step 
encompassed by the deformation stage of FIG. 8. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

The present invention is a process control procedure gen 
erally applicable to bonding processes Which uses a bonding 
machine to manufacture a deformed bond member from a 
bonding precursor member. As the terms “bonding precursor 
member” and “deformed bond member” are used herein, 
bonding precursor members include undeformed free air 
balls, intact Wire, intact tab leads, and other similar pre-bond 
starting materials, While deformed bond members include 
ball bumps, ball bonds, stitch bonds, tab bonds, and other 
similar bonded products. The present process control proce 
dure is applicable to bonding processes Which use a bonding 
machine to manufacture ball bumps or ball bonds from free 
air balls. The process control procedure is further applicable 
to bonding processes Which use a bonding machine to manu 
facture stitch bonds from intact Wire While optionally addi 
tionally cooperatively manufacturing ball bonds from free air 
balls. The process control procedure is still further applicable 
to bonding processes Which use a bonding machine to manu 
facture tab bonds from intact tab leads. 

Although the present process control procedure is not spe 
ci?c to any one type of bonding process, preferred bonding 
processes to Which the present process control procedure is 
applicable are disclosed in US. Pat. Nos. 6,102,275 and 
6,622,903, Which are summariZed above. The above-de 
scribed tab bond process is also a preferred bonding process 
to Which the present process control procedure is applicable. 
The present process control procedure and associated bond 
ing processes are likeWise not speci?c to any one type of 
bonding machine. Nevertheless, a preferred bonding machine 
having utility herein is an automated high-speed Wire bond 
ing machine employing a bond head of the type disclosed in 
US. Pat. No. 6,102,275 and summariZed above. 

In each of the above-recited bonding processes, requisite 
deformation of the bonding precursor member to produce the 
deformed bond member is effected by a deformation stage, 
Which comprises tWo steps, 1) a force application step, 
Wherein a compression force is applied to the bonding pre 
cursor member, and 2) an energy application step, Wherein a 
bonding energy is applied to the bonding precursor member. 
The means for applying the compression force to the bonding 
precursor member is generally termed a force applicator. A 
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preferred force applicator is a tool mounted to a bond head of 
a bonding machine. The force applicator is positioned adja 
cent to the bonding precursor member and mechanically 
driven onto the bonding precursor member by rotational or 
linear actuation While the bonding precursor member rests in 
a desired position on the bond site. 

The means for applying the bonding energy to the bonding 
precursor member is generally termed a bonding energy 
actuator. A preferred bonding energy actuator is an ultrasonic 
transducer mounted to a bond head of a bonding machine. The 
bonding energy actuator couples outputted bonding energy, 
Which is preferably ultrasonic energy, to the bonding precur 
sor member via the force applicator While the bonding pre 
cursor member rests in position on the bond site. Alternate 
means for applying the compression force and/or applying 
the bonding energy to the bonding precursor member, Which 
are not expressly disclosed herein, but Which are Within the 
purvieW of the skilled artisan, are also Within the scope of the 
present invention. 

Referring to FIG. 1, a ball bond 10, a stitch bond 12, and a 
connective Wire segment 14 are shoWn, Which have been 
constructed in accordance With the present process control 
procedure described hereafter. The ball bond 10 is ?xably 
mounted to a ?rst bond site 16, the stitch bond 12 is ?xably 
mounted to a second bond site 18, and the connective Wire 
segment 14 is attached to the ball bond 10 and the stitch bond 
12, thereby extending betWeen the ?rst and second bond sites 
16, 18 to provide conductive electrical communication ther 
ebetWeen. Although not shoWn, a ball bump constructed in 
accordance With the present process control procedure is 
essentially the same as the ball bond 10 of FIG. 1 except that 
the connective Wire segment 14 is omitted. 

FIG. 2 depicts an essentially spherically-shaped unde 
formed free air ball 20 at the beginning of the deformation 
stage of a preferred ball bond (or ball bump) process. The free 
air ball 20 extends from a feed Wire 22 Which is threaded 
through a capillary tool 24. The free air ball 20 rests on the 
?rst bond site 16 beneath the capillary tool 24. FIG. 3 depicts 
the ?attened deformed ball bond 10 (or ball bump) at the end 
of the deformation stage. The ball bond 10 (orball bump), like 
the free air ball 20 of FIG. 2, extends from the feed Wire 22 
beneath the capillary tool 24. HoWever, unlike the free air ball 
20 of FIG. 2, the ball bond 10 (or ball bump) is ?xably 
mounted to the ?rst bond site 16. 

FIG. 4 depicts the intact Wire segment 14 at the beginning 
of the deformation stage of an alternate or cooperative pre 
ferred stitch bond process. The Wire segment 14 is connected 
to both the ball bond 10 (shoWn in FIG. 1) and the feed Wire 
22 Which is threaded through the capillary tool 24. The end of 
the Wire segment 14 Which is connected to the feed Wire 22 
rests on the second bond site 18 beneath the capillary tool 24. 
FIG. 5 depicts the crimped deformed stitch bond 12 at the end 
of the deformation stage and prior to a detachment stage, 
Wherein the feed Wire 22 is broken aWay from the stitch bond 
12. The stitch bond 12, like the Wire segment 14 of FIG. 4, is 
connected to the feed Wire 22. HoWever, unlike the Wire 
segment 14 of FIG. 4, the stitch bond 12 is ?xably mounted to 
the second bond site 18 

Referring to FIG. 6, an intact tab lead 26 is shoWn at the 
beginning of the deformation stage of a preferred tab bond 
process Which includes the present process control proce 
dure. The intact tab lead 26, Which is integrally press mounted 
to a ?exible medium (not shoWn), is positioned at rest on a 
bond site 28 of a pad While a speci?cally con?gured tab bond 
tool 30 is positioned onto the tab lead 26. FIG. 7 depicts the 
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8 
deformed tab bond 32 at the end of the deformation stage, 
Wherein the tab bond 32 is ?xably mounted to the bond site 
28. 

FIG. 8 is a generaliZed graphical representation of a defor 
mation stage of a bonding process, such as the ball bond (or 
ball bump) process of FIGS. 2 and 3, the stitch bond process 
ofFIGS. 4 and 5, or the tab bond process ofFIGS. 6 and 7. The 
left vertical y-axis of the graph is compression force F 
expressed in units of milliNeWtons. The right vertical y-axis 
of the graph is bonding energy E expressed as a percentage of 
the maximum bonding energy output of the bonding energy 
actuator of the bonding machine Which can be applied to the 
bonding precursor member. The horiZontal x-axis of the 
graph is time t expressed in units of milliseconds. 
The dashed line curve represents the compression force 

level as a function of time and is termed the compression force 
curve. The solid line curve represents the bonding energy 
level as a function of time and is termed the bonding energy 
curve. The compression force curve and the bonding energy 
curve each begin and end With a vertically sloped segment, 
Which de?nes a start-up at the beginning of each curve and a 
shut-doWn at the end of each curve. The time durations of the 
start-up and shut-doWn are typically attributable to relatively 
brief, if not instantaneous, bonding machine response times 
to signals directing start-up or shut-doWn of the force appli 
cation step or the energy application step as described here 
after. HoWever, for purposes of the present description, the 
time durations of start-up and shut-doWn are treated as neg 
ligible. 

Referring to FIG. 8, the force application step is initiated at 
the start of the deformation stage prior to initiation of the 
energy application step. The force application step is charac 
teriZed by tWo serial substeps, i.e., an initial peak force sub 
step and a subsequent steady-state force substep. The force 
application step has a relatively brief (i.e., negligible) start 
up, Wherein the bonding machine receives a force application 
start-up signal at a null time value to. The null time value to is 
termed the force application start time or, alternatively, the 
deformation stage start time. In response to the force appli 
cation start-up signal, the force applicator applies a compres 
sion force to the bonding precursor member in a manner 
Which increases the compression force level from a null force 
level F0 at the force application start time to to a peak force 
level PP. The compression force level can be decreased imme 
diately upon reaching the peak force level FP to a steady-state 
force level FSS as shoWn FIG. 8 or, alternatively, the compres 
sion force level can be maintained at the peak force level FF 
for a discrete time interval before decreasing the compression 
force level to the steady-state force level FSS. In any case, the 
peak force substep begins at the force application start time t0 
and is completed at a time value t 1 When the steady-state force 
level PS5 is reached. Accordingly, the time value tl is termed 
the peak force end time or, alternatively, the steady- state force 
start time. The force application start time t0 and the peak 
force end time tl de?ne a peak force time interval t P. 

Once the steady-state force level PS5 is reached at the 
steady-state force start time t1, the compression force level is 
maintained constant at the steady-state force level PS5 for a 
steady-state force time interval tSSF With the exception of a 
relatively brief (i.e., negligible) force application shut-doWn 
at the end of the force steady-state time interval tSSF. In 
accordance With the force application shut-doWn, the bonding 
machine receives a force application shut-doWn signal Which 
decreases the compression force level in response to the force 
application shut-doWn signal from the steady-state force level 
PS5 to the null force level F0 at a time value t4. 
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Both the steady-state force substep and the force applica 
tion step (Which encompasses the steady-state force substep) 
are completed at the time value t4, Which is termed the force 
application end time or, alternatively, the deformation stage 
end time. The steady-state force start time t1 and the force 
application end time t4 de?ne the steady-state force time 
interval tSSF. The total time of the force application step tF is 
equal to the sum of the peak force time interval t1, and the 
steady-state force time interval tSSF. It is noted that the total 
time of the force application step tF is also identical to the total 
time of the deformation stage tD. It is further noted that the 
peak force time interval t P preferably has a relatively short 
duration, While the steady-state force time interval t SSF pref 
erably has a relatively long duration. 

In summary, the force application step of FIG. 8 is charac 
teriZed by the following equations: 

ZP:ll_lO (1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

The energy application step is initiated at a time value t2 
Which is termed the energy application start time. The energy 
application step has a relatively brief (i.e., negligible) energy 
application start-up, Wherein the bonding machine receives 
an energy application start-up signal. In response to the 
energy application start-up signal the bonding energy actua 
tor couples a bonding energy to the bonding precursor mem 
ber in a manner Which increases the bonding energy level 
from a null energy level EO at the energy application start time 
t2 to a steady-state energy level Egg. 

The bonding energy level is maintained constant at the 
steady-state energy level ESS for a steady-state energy time 
interval tSSE With the exception of a relatively brief (i.e., 
negligible) force application shut-doWn at the end of the 
energy steady-state time interval tSSE. In accordance With the 
energy application shut-doWn, the bonding machine receives 
an energy application shut-doWn signal Which decreases the 
bonding energy in response to the energy application shut 
doWn signal from the steady-state energy level E S5 to the null 
energy level EO at a time value t3. Thus, the energy application 
step is completed at the time value t3, Which is termed the 
energy application end time. The energy application start time 
t2 and energy application end time t3 de?ne the steady-state 
energy time interval t SSE Which is equal to the total time of the 
energy application step tE. 

In summary, the energy application step of FIG. 8 is char 
acteriZed by the folloWing equation: 

(5) 

It is noted that even if the time durations of energy appli 
cation start-up and energy application shut-doWn are each 
signi?cantly greater than Zero, the energy application start-up 
and shut-doWn time durations are each typically an essen 
tially constant value for multiple serial occurrences of the 
energy application step during repeated operating cycles of a 
bonding machine. Thus, the contribution of the energy appli 
cation start-up and shut-doWn to the total time of the energy 
application step tE is essentially constant and/or predictable 
for multiple serial occurrences of the energy application step. 
Accordingly, the time duration of energy application start-up 
and shut-doWn can essentially be disregarded for the present 
process control purposes. 

It is further noted that the time relation betWeen the force 
application step and the energy application step shoWn in 
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10 
FIG. 8 is exemplary and is not a speci?c limitation to the 
present process control procedure. Thus, start-up and/ or shut 
doWn of the energy application step can be effected indepen 
dent of actions in the force application step. Nevertheless, it is 
preferred that the force application step overlaps at least a 
portion, if not the entirety, of the steady-state energy time 
interval t SSE as shoWn in FIG. 8. 
A preferred embodiment of the present process control 

procedure relates particularly to the above-described energy 
application step and more particularly to the total time of the 
energy application step tE, Which is essentially equal to the 
steady-state energy time interval tSSE of the energy applica 
tion step. FIG. 9 is a generaliZed graphical representation of a 
?rst embodiment of a process control procedure of the present 
invention applied to the energy application step of a bonding 
process. FIG. 9 includes an operational graph displaying the 
manner in Which the speci?ed process control parameters 
logically constrain the operating regime of the bonding pro 
cess. A ?rst process control parameter, deformation D, is 
plotted on the vertical y-axis. Deformation is the relative 
degree to Which a bonding precursor member is deformed as 
it is transformed by a bond head to a deformed bond member. 
A second process control parameter, actuator time T, is plot 
ted on the horiZontal x-axis. Actuator time is alternately 
termed bonding energy application time and is the relative 
time duration that the bond head applies bonding energy to 
the bonding precursor member 

In accordance With the present embodiment, a practitioner 
initially sets a nominal value for each of the process control 
parameters speci?ed by the process control procedure, 
namely, the deformation D and the actuator time T. The nomi 
nal deformation value DNOM and the nominal actuator time 
value TNOM are target values, Which, When simultaneously 
achieved as shoWn by their intersection point on the opera 
tional graph, produce an optimal or desired deformed bond 
member. The resulting optimal or desired deformed bond 
member exhibits a value of a relevant geometric parameter 
such as ball height or Wire impression depth, Which is corre 
lated to optimal or desired structural integrity and operational 
performance characteristics of a deformed bond member. The 
practitioner typically sets the nominal values on the basis of 
knoWn principles and other information obtained from any 
number of sources Within the purvieW of the skilled artisan, 
such as experimental, empirical or theoretical data, modeling 
calculations, and the like. 
Once the nominal deformation value D NO M and the nomi 

nal actuator time value TNOM are set, the practitioner uses the 
nominal values as a baseline for setting a deformation upper 
control limit DUCL and an actuator time upper control limit 
T UCL. The deformation upper control limit D UCL is preferably 
set to a maximum deformation value of the deformed bond 
member Which is tolerable in the bonding process. In particu 
lar, the deformation upper control limit D UCL may be set such 
that only deformed bond members exhibiting an acceptable 
degree of deformation Which is beloW the deformation upper 
control limit D UCL are produced by the bonding process, 
While essentially no deformed bond members exhibiting an 
unacceptable degree of deformation Which is above the defor 
mation upper control limit D UCL are produced. For example, 
a deformation upper control limit DUCL can be set so that 
essentially no deformed bond members are produced Which 
have a deformation value more than three standard deviations 
above the nominal deformation value DNOM. 
The actuator time upper control limit TUCL is similarly 

preferably set to a maximum actuator time value desirable in 
the bonding process. In particular, the actuator time upper 
control limit TUCL may be set such that the time for each 
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bonding cycle of the bonding process never exceeds the eco 
nomic ef?ciency limits of the bonding machine. The resulting 
predetermined deformation and actuator time upper control 
limits D UCL and T UCL are stored in a memory of an associated 
computer such as a desk top PC, which is in communication 
with a conventional bonding machine for monitoring and 
directing operation of the bonding machine. The process con 
trol procedure is preferably embodied in a series of instruc 
tions within a computer program which is likewise stored in 
the computer memory. It is understood that operation of the 
bonding machine described below proceeds in response to the 
instructions of the computer program embodying the process 
control procedure which is running on the associated com 
puter during operation of the bonding machine. 

Operation of the bonding machine is initiated by placing a 
workpiece, which includes a bond site, in an operative posi 
tion relative to the capillary tool, which is mounted to the 
bond head of the bonding machine. The tool positions a 
bonding precursor member, such as a free air ball, intact wire, 
or intact tab lead, onto the bond site of the operatively posi 
tioned workpiece. The force application step of the deforma 
tion stage is initiated in the manner described above by apply 
ing a compression force to the bonding precursor member 
which tops out at the peak force level FP. At the end of the 
peak force time interval, i.e., at the time value tl with refer 
ence to FIG. 8, the compression force is reduced to the steady 
state force level FSS. 

Practice of the present embodiment of the process control 
procedure is effected by initiation of the energy application 
step, preferably simultaneous with or after initiation of the 
steady-state force substep. Referring to the operational graph 
of FIG. 9, the energy application step starts at an actuator start 
time value T S under the direction of the process control pro 
cedure by applying ultrasonic energy to the bonding precur 
sor member in response to an energy application start-up 
signal. Application of the ultrasonic energy can be effected by 
switching the ultrasonic transducer from an “OFF” condition 
to an “ON” condition, thereby transitioning the ultrasonic 
transducer, which is transmissively linked to the bonding 
precursor member, from an inactive state to an activated state. 
The inactive state is characteriZed as either a low energy or an 
essentially Zero energy output state. The active state is char 
acteriZed as a high energy output state. 

Alternatively application of the ultrasonic energy can be 
effected by completing a transmission linkage between the 
bonding precursor member and the activated ultrasonic trans 
ducer. In any case, the activated ultrasonic transducer applies 
ultrasonic energy to the bonding precursor member at a con 
stant steady-state level via the capillary tool while the bond 
ing precursor member rests on the bond site until the moni 
tored actuator time value T coincides with a variable actuator 
shut-down time value T SD which is set in a manner described 
hereafter. It is noted that the actuator start time value T 5 
corresponds to the time value t2 of FIG. 8. The actuator 
shut-down time value TSD corresponds to the time value t3 of 
FIG. 8. 
Once the energy application step is initiated, the process 

control procedure continuously monitors the instantaneous 
deformation values D and the instantaneous actuator time 
values T to essentially instantaneously determine when to set 
the variable actuator shut-down time value TSD and shuts 
down the energy application step upon setting the actuator 
shut-down time value T SD. Shut-down of the energy applica 
tion step can be effected by switching the ultrasonic trans 
ducer from the “ON” condition to the “OFF” condition, 
thereby transitioning the ultrasonic transducer from the acti 
vated state to the inactive state. Alternatively shut-down can 
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12 
be effected by disconnecting the transmission linkage 
between the bonding precursor member and the activated 
ultrasonic transducer. In any case, the monitored instanta 
neous deformation and actuator time values D and T are used 
in association with the deformation and actuator time upper 
control limits DUCL and TUCL as logic constraints to set the 
variable actuator shut-down time value T SD. 

The actuator time values T are monitored by directly mea 
suring the time duration that ultrasonic energy is applied to 
the bond precursor member from the ultrasonic transducer 
and is readily controlled by means such as switching the 
ultrasonic transducer between the “OFF” and “ON” condi 
tions or connecting or disconnecting the transmission linkage 
between the bonding precursor member and the ultrasonic 
transducer. The deformation values D are monitored in real 
time by correlating deformation of the bonding precursor 
member to a speci?c geometric parameter thereof, which the 
practitioner is readily capable of directly measuring in real 
time or indirectly calculating in real time based on real time 
direct measurements of alternate parameters. A preferred cor 
relation is between deformation and the real time ball height, 
wire impression depth, or tab lead impression depth of the 
bonding precursor member during the energy application 
step, both of which are readily directly measured or indirectly 
calculated from the measured travel distance of the capillary 
tool mounted to the bond head along the vertical rotary axis 
ZR. Deformation of the bonding precursor member by the 
ultrasonic energy is readily terminated by effecting shut 
down of the energy application step. It is noted that in the 
present embodiment, the monitored deformation of interest is 
limited to the deformation of the bonding precursor member 
which is attributable in whole or in part to the ultrasonic 
energy and does not include deformation which is attributable 
solely to the peak force level FP, if any. 
The variable actuator shut-down time value TSD is set in 

correspondence with the earliest occurrence of one of the 
following conditions: 1) the deformation value D of the bond 
ing precursor member reaches the deformation upper control 
limit DUCL, or 2) the actuator time value T reaches the time 
upper control limit TUCL. In other words, shut-down of the 
energy application step is effected when the deformation 
value D of the bonding precursor member reaches the defor 
mation upper control limit DUCL unless the actuator time 
value T reaches the time upper control limit TUCL ?rst. In this 
case, shut-down of the energy application step is effected 
when the actuator time value T reaches the time upper control 
limit T UCL even though the ?nal deformation value D F of the 
bonding precursor member is less than the deformation upper 
control limit DUCL. In any case, shut-down ends the energy 
application step. 
The above-described embodiment of the process control 

procedure is characterized as the maximum bond deforma 
tion logic sequence and is summariZed in Table 1 below. 

TABLE 1 

ACTUATOR TIME 
INTERVAL ACTION 

T = TS switch ultrasonic transducer to “ON” condition 
T; < T < TUCL switch ultrasonic transducer to “OFF” condition 

if and when D > DUCL 

switch ultrasonic transducer to “OFF” condition 
independent of D 

T = TUcL 
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Although not shown in FIG. 9, termination of the force 
application step, Which is preferably simultaneous With or 
after termination of the energy application step, ends the 
deformation stage and initiates any ?nal stage required to 
complete the deformed bond member such as a detachment 
stage. Completion of the deformation stage and any required 
?nal stage constitutes completion of a single bonding cycle of 
the bonding machine. Any number of additional bonding 
cycles are performed in sequence thereafter in accordance 
With the present embodiment of the process control procedure 
to produce a like number of additional deformed bond mem 
bers. 

It is apparent from the above that practicing multiple bond 
ing cycles of a bonding process Which is logically constrained 
by the selected deformation upper control limit D UCL and 
actuator time upper control limit T UCL in accordance With the 
present embodiment of the process control procedure pro 
duces a plurality of deformed bond members having different 
?nal deformation values D F. The ?nal deformation values D F 
of the deformed bond members form a relatively narroW 
asymmetrical distribution about the nominal deformation 
value DNOM. An exemplary distribution of the ?nal deforma 
tion values D F of the deformed bond members is represented 
by a distribution curve in the deformation distribution graph 
of FIG. 9, Which is positioned adjacent to the vertical y-axis 
for deformation in the operational graph of FIG. 9. 

Practicing multiple bonding cycles of a bonding process in 
accordance With the present embodiment of the process con 
trol procedure likeWise produces a plurality of deformedbond 
members having different actuator shut-doWn time values 
T SD. The actuator shut-doWn time values T SD of the deformed 
bond members form an asymmetrical distribution about the 
nominal actuator time value T NO M. An exemplary distribution 
of the actuator shut-doWn time values TSD of the deformed 
bond members is represented by a distribution curve in the 
time distribution graph of FIG. 9, Which is positioned adja 
cent to the horizontal x-axis for actuator time in the opera 
tional graph of FIG. 9. 

Referring to FIG. 10, a generaliZed graphical representa 
tion of a second embodiment of a process control procedure 
of the present invention is shoWn applied to the energy appli 
cation step of a bonding process. FIG. 10 includes an opera 
tional graph displaying the manner in Which the speci?ed 
process control parameters logically constrain the operating 
regime of the bonding process. The process control param 
eters and corresponding axes in the operational graph of FIG. 
10 are essentially the same as FIG. 9. 

In accordance With the present embodiment, a practitioner 
initially sets a nominal value for each of the process control 
parameters in the same manner as above With respect to FIG. 
9. HoWever, once the nominal deformation value DNOM and 
the nominal actuator time value TNOM are set, the practitioner 
uses the nominal values as a baseline not only for setting a 
deformation upper control limit DUCL and an actuator time 
upper control limit TUCL in the same manner as FIG. 9, but 
also for setting a deformation loWer control limit D LCL and an 
actuator time loWer control limit T LCL. The deformation 
loWer control limit D LCL is preferably set to a minimum 
deformation value of the deformed bond member Which is 
tolerable in the bonding process. Thus, the deformation upper 
and loWer control limits D UCL and D LCL may be set such that 
only deformed bond members exhibiting an acceptable 
degree of deformation Which are above the deformation loWer 
control limit D LCL and beloW the deformation upper control 
limit D UCL are produced by the bonding process, While essen 
tially no deformed bond members exhibiting an unacceptable 
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degree of deformation Which is above the deformation upper 
control limit DUCL or beloW the deformation loWer control 
limit D LCL are produced. 

The actuator time loWer control limit TLCL is similarly 
preferably set to a minimum actuator time value Which is 
tolerable in the bonding process. Thus, the actuator time 
upper and loWer control limits T UCL and T LCL may be set such 
that the time for each cycle of the bonding process is never 
beloW a time value at Which the bonding precursor member 
receives an insu?icient level of bond energy to effect forma 
tion of this deformed bond member nor above a time value 
Which exceeds the economic ef?ciency limits of the bonding 
machine. 

Initial operation of the bonding machine proceeds in es sen 
tially the same manner as recited above With respect to FIG. 9 
until initiation of the energy application step. Referring to the 
operational graph of FIG. 10, the energy application step 
starts at an actuator start time value T 5 under the direction of 

the present embodiment of the process control procedure by 
applying ultrasonic energy to the bonding precursor member 
at a constant steady-state level. The present embodiment of 
the process control procedure likeWise continuously monitors 
deformation and actuator time to determine When the variable 
actuator shut-doWn time value T SD is set and effects shut 
doWn of the energy application step upon setting the variable 
actuator shut-doWn time value T SD. The monitored values of 
the deformation and actuator time are used in association With 
the deformation and actuator time upper control limits D UCL 
and T UCL as logic constraints to determine When the variable 
actuator shut-doWn time value T SD is set. HoWever, unlike the 
embodiment of FIG. 9, the present embodiment additionally 
uses the nominal actuator time value TNOM and the deforma 
tion and actuator time loWer control limits D LCL and T LCL as 
logic constraints to determine When the variable actuator 
shut-doWn time value T SD is set. 

The actuator shut-doWn time value T SD is set only after the 
actuator time value T is greater than the actuator time loWer 
control limit TLCL. Thus, the actuator shut-doWn time value 
TSD is never set When the actuator time value T is in a time 
interval designated T 1 Which is betWeen T S and T LCL. If the 
actuator time value T is in a time interval designated T2, 
Which is greater than or equal to the actuator time loWer 
control limit TLCL, but less than the nominal actuator time 
value TNOM, the actuator shut-doWn time value T SD is only set 
if and When the deformation value D of the bonding precursor 
member is greater than the deformation upper control limit 
DUCL. If the actuator time value T has exceeded the time 
interval T2 Without setting the actuator shut-doWn time value 
T SD and the actuator time value T is in a time interval desig 
nated T3, Which is greater than or equal to the nominal actua 
tor time value TNOM, but less than the actuator time upper 
control limit T UCL, the actuator shut-doWn time value T SD is 
only set if and When the deformation value D of the bonding 
precursor member is greater than the deformation loWer con 
trol limit D LCL. If the actuator time value T has exceeded the 
time interval T3 Without setting the actuator shut-doWn time 
value T SD and the actuator time value T reaches the actuator 
time upper control limit T UCL, the actuator shut-doWn time 
value TSD is automatically set at the actuator time upper 
control limit TUCL independent of the deformation value D of 
the bonding precursor member. 
The above-described embodiment of the process control 

procedure is characterized as the adaptive bond deformation 
logic sequence and is summariZed in Table 2 beloW. 
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TABLE 2 

ACTUATOR TIME 
INTERVAL ACTION 

T = T; switch ultrasonic transducer to “ON” condition 
maintain ultrasonic transducer in “ON” condition 
independent of D 
switch ultrasonic transducer to “OFF” condition 
ifand when D > DUCL 

switch ultrasonic transducer to “OFF” condition 
ifand when D > DLCL 

switch ultrasonic transducer to “OFF” condition 
independent of D 

T35 TNOM ; T < TUcL 

T : TUCL 

Practicing a bonding process which is logically con 
strained by the selected deformation and actuator time upper 
control limits DUCL and TUCL, the nominal actuator time 
value TNOM, and the deformation and actuator time lower 
control limits D LCL and T LCL in accordance with the present 
embodiment of the process control procedure produces a 
plurality of deformed bond members having different ?nal 
deformation values D P which form a relatively narrow essen 
tially symmetrical distribution about the nominal deforma 
tion value DNOM. An exemplary deformation distribution is 
displayed in the deformation distribution graph of FIG. 10 
positioned adjacent to the operational graph of FIG. 10. The 
present embodiment of the process control procedure like 
wise produces a plurality of deformed bond members having 
different actuator shut-down time values TSD which form an 
asymmetrical distribution about the nominal actuator time 
value TNOM. An exemplary distribution of the actuator shut 
down time values TSD is displayed in the time distribution 
graph of FIG. 10, which is positioned adjacent to the opera 
tional graph of FIG. 10. 

Although both embodiments of the process control proce 
dure are described above as only using the deformation which 
occurs during the energy application step to logically con 
strain the operating regime of the bonding process, it is within 
the scope of the present invention, applying the teaching 
disclosed herein, to use the deformation which occurs during 
the entire deformation stage including the deformation occur 
ring during the peak force substep to logically constrain the 
operating regime of the bonding process. In accordance with 
an alternate embodiment of the present process control pro 
cedure, instantaneous time values for the entire deformation 
stage TD are continuously monitored along with the instanta 
neous deformation values D to essentially instantaneously 
determine when to set the variable actuator shut-down time 
value T SD and the energy application step is shut down upon 
setting the actuator shut-down time value T SD. 

In any case, the bulk of the deformation occurring during 
the deformation stage typically occurs during the energy 
application step. Thus, it is generally suf?cient and preferable 
to only use the deformation which occurs during the energy 
application step as a logic constraint for the present process 
control procedure. 

For purposes of comparison, FIG. 11 displays a general 
iZed graphical representation of a prior art process control 
procedure applied to the energy application step of a bonding 
process. FIG. 11 includes an operational graph having essen 
tially the same axes as FIGS. 9 and 10. In accordance with the 
prior art process control procedure, the practitioner deter 
mines the nominal actuator time value TNOM and sets a ?xed 
actuator shut-down time value T SD in correspondence with 
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the nominal actuator time value TNOM. The actuator shut 
down time value TSD is the only process control parameter 
value stored in the memory of the computer associated with 
the bonding machine. 

Initial operation of the bonding machine proceeds in es sen 
tially the same manner as recited above with respect to FIG. 9 
until initiation of the energy application step. Referring to 
FIG. 11, the energy application step starts at an actuator start 
time value TS by applying ultrasonic energy to the bonding 
precursor member. However, the prior art process control 
procedure only monitors actuator time T. When the predeter 
mine ?xed actuator shut-down time value TSD is reached, 
shut-down of the energy application step is automatically 
effected. As such, the nominal actuator time value TNOMis the 
only logic constraint setting the actuator shut-down time 
value T SD. 
The above-described prior art process control procedure is 

characterized as the ?xed bond time deformation logic 
sequence and is summarized in Table 3 below. 

TABLE 3 

ACTUATOR TIME 
INTERVAL ACTION 

T = T; switch ultrasonic transducer to “ON” condition 
maintain ultrasonic transducer in “ON” condition 
independent of any other process paralneters 
switch ultrasonic transducer to “OFF” condition 
independent of any other process paralneters 
T : TSD : TNOM 

Practicing a bonding process which is logically con 
strained by only the nominal actuator time value TNOM, in 
accordance with the prior art produces a plurality of deformed 
bond members having different ?nal deformation values D P 
which form an undesirably broad distribution about the nomi 
nal deformation value DNOM. An exemplary deformation dis 
tribution is displayed in the deformation distribution graph of 
FIG. 11 positioned adjacent to the operational graph of FIG. 
1 1. Since the actuator shut-down time value T SD is ?xed, there 
is no corresponding actuator time distribution. 

While the forgoing preferred embodiments of the invention 
have been described and shown, it is understood that altema 
tives and modi?cations, such as those suggested and others, 
may be made thereto and fall within the scope of the inven 
tion. 

We claim: 
1. A process control procedure for a bonding process com 

prising: 
a) predeterrnining a deformation upper control limit for 

deforming a bonding precursor member; 
b) predeterrnining an actuator time upper control limit for 

a bonding energy actuator; 
c) de?ning a shut-down time value as corresponding to an 

earliest occurrence of a ?rst shut-down condition or an 

earliest occurrence of a second shut-down condition, 
wherein said ?rst shut-down condition occurs when a 
deformation value of said bonding precursor member 
reaches said deformation upper control limit before an 
actuator time value for said bonding precursor member 
reaches said actuator time upper control limit and said 
second shut-down condition occurs when an actuator 
time value for said bonding precursor member reaches 
said actuator time upper control limit before a deforma 
tion value of said bonding precursor member reaches 
said deformation upper control limit; 
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d) applying a ?rst bonding energy to a ?rst bonding pre 
cursor member from said activated bonding energy 
actuator; 

e) deforming said ?rst bonding precursor member in 
response to said ?rst bonding energy While monitoring 
deformation values of said ?rst bonding precursor mem 
ber and actuator time values for said ?rst bonding pre 
cursor member; 

f) determining at a ?rst monitored actuator time value for 
said ?rst bonding precursor member that a ?rst moni 
tored deformation value of said ?rst bonding precursor 
member has reached said deformation upper control 
limit before said ?rst monitored actuator time value has 
reached said actuator time upper control limit, thereby 
triggering an earliest occurrence of said ?rst shut-doWn 
condition for said ?rst bonding precursor member; 

g) shutting doWn application of said ?rst bonding energy to 
said ?rst bonding precursor member in response to said 
earliest occurrence of said ?rst shut-doWn condition for 
said ?rst bonding precursor member such that said ?rst 
monitored actuator time value is a ?rst shut-doWn time 

value; 
h) producing a ?rst acceptable deformed bond member 

from said ?rst bonding precursor member having a ?rst 
?nal deformation value substantially equal to said defor 
mation upper control limit; 

i) applying a second bonding energy to a second bonding 
precursor member from said activated bonding energy 
actuator; 

j) deforming said second bonding precursor member in 
response to said second bonding energy While monitor 
ing deformation values of said second bonding precur 
sor member and actuator time values for said second 
bonding precursor member; 

k) determining at a second monitored actuator time value 
for said second bonding precursor member that said 
second monitored actuator time value has reached said 
actuator time upper control limit before a second moni 
tored deformation value of said second bonding precur 
sor member has reached said deformation upper control 
limit, thereby triggering an earliest occurrence of said 
second shut-doWn condition for said second bonding 
precursor member; 

1) shutting doWn application of said second bonding energy 
to said second bonding precursor member in response to 
said earliest occurrence of said second shut-doWn con 
dition for said second bonding precursor member such 
that said second monitored actuator time value is a sec 
ond shut-doWn time value; and 

m) producing a second acceptable deformed bond member 
from said second bonding precursor member having a 
second ?nal deformation value substantially less than 
said deformation upper control limit. 

2. The process control procedure of claim 1, Wherein said 
bonding precursor member is a free air ball, an intact Wire or 
an intact tab lead. 

3. The process control procedure of claim 1, Wherein said 
?rst or second acceptable deformed bond member is a ball 
bond, a ball bump, a stitch bond or a tab bond. 

4. The process control procedure of claim 1, Wherein said 
bonding energy actuator is an ultrasonic transducer and said 
bonding energy is ultrasonic energy. 

5. The process control procedure of claim 1 further com 
prising serially repeating steps e)-h) and/ or i)-m) for a series 
of additional precursor bonding members to produce a series 
of additional acceptable deformed bond members from said 
series of additional bonding precursor members, Wherein all 
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of said ?nal deformation values for said acceptable deformed 
bond members form a distribution of ?nal deformation val 
ues. 

6. The process control procedure of claim 5, Wherein all of 
said ?nal deformation values form a constrained deformation 
distribution narroWer than a deformation distribution for a 
plurality of deformed bond members each having a ?nal 
deformation value determined by a ?xed predetermined shut 
doWn time value. 

7. The process control procedure of claim 5 further com 
prising predeterrnining a nominal deformation value for a 
bonding precursor member less than said deformation upper 
control limit. 

8. The process control procedure of claim 7, Wherein said 
?nal deformation values are distributed about said nominal 
deformation value. 

9. The process control procedure of claim 7 further com 
prising predetermining a nominal actuator time value for a 
bonding energy actuator less than said actuator time upper 
control limit. 

10. The process control procedure of claim 9, Wherein said 
nominal actuator time value corresponds to a desired shut 
doWn time value for a bonding precursor member and said 
nominal deformation value corresponds to a desired ?nal 
deformation value for an acceptable deformed bond member. 

11. A process control procedure for a bonding process 
comprising: 

a) predetermining a deformation upper control limit for 
deforming a bonding precursor member; 

b) predetermining a deformation loWer control limit for 
deforming said bonding precursor member; 

c) predetermining an actuator time upper control limit for a 
bonding energy actuator; 

d) predetermining an actuator time loWer control limit for 
said bonding energy actuator; 

e) predetermining a nominal actuator time value for said 
bonding energy actuator betWeen said actuator time 
upper control limit and said actuator time loWer control 
limit; 

f) applying a ?rst bonding energy to a ?rst bonding precur 
sor member from said activated bonding energy actuator 
beginning at an actuator start time, Wherein said actuator 
start time and said actuator time loWer control limit 
de?ne bounds of a ?rst time interval, said actuator time 
loWer control limit and said nominal actuator time value 
de?ne bounds of a second time interval, and said nomi 
nal actuator time value and said actuator time upper 
control limit de?ne bounds of a third time interval; 

g) deforming said ?rst bonding precursor member in 
response to said ?rst bonding energy While monitoring 
instantaneous deformation values of said ?rst bonding 
precursor member and instantaneous actuator time val 
ues of said bonding energy actuator for said ?rst bonding 
precursor member; 

h) shutting doWn application of said ?rst bonding energy to 
said ?rst bonding precursor member at a ?rst shut-doWn 
time value outside said ?rst time interval; 

i) shutting doWn application of said ?rst bonding energy to 
said ?rst bonding precursor member at a ?rst shut-doWn 
time value Within said second time interval if and When 
an instantaneous deformation value of said ?rst bonding 
precursor member is greater than said deformation 
upper control limit Within said second time interval; 

j) shutting doWn application of said ?rst bonding energy to 
said ?rst bonding precursor member at a ?rst shut-doWn 
time value Within said third time interval if and When an 
instantaneous deformation value of said ?rst bonding 
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precursor member is greater than said deformation 
loWer control limit Within said third time interval; 

k) shutting doWn application of said ?rst bonding energy to 
said ?rst bonding precursor member at a ?rst shut-doWn 
time value equal to said actuator time upper control limit 
if an instantaneous actuator time reaches said actuator 
time upper control limit before an instantaneous defor 
mation value reaches said deformation loWer control 
limit; 

1) producing a ?rst acceptable deformed bond member in 
accordance With step h) and step i), j) or k) from said ?rst 
bonding precursor member having a ?rst ?nal deforma 
tion value; 

m) applying a second bonding energy to a second bonding 
precursor member from said activated bonding energy 
actuator beginning at an actuator start time; 

n) deforming said second bonding precursor member in 
response to said second bonding energy While monitor 
ing instantaneous deformation values of said second 
bonding precursor member and instantaneous actuator 
time values of said bonding energy actuator for said 
second bonding precursor member; 

0) shutting doWn application of said second bonding 
energy to said second bonding precursor member at a 
second shut-doWn time value outside said ?rst time 
interval; 

p) shutting doWn application of said second bonding 
energy to said second bonding precursor member at a 
second shut-doWn time value Within said second time 
interval if and When an instantaneous deformation value 
of said secondbonding precursor member is greater than 
said deformation upper control limit Within said second 
time interval; 

q) shutting doWn application of said second bonding 
energy to said second bonding precursor member at a 
second shut-doWn time value Within said third time 
interval if and When an instantaneous deformation value 
of said secondbonding precursor member is greater than 
said deformation loWer control limit Within said third 
time interval; and 

r) shutting doWn application of said second bonding energy 
to said second bonding precursor member at a second 
shut-doWn time value equal to said actuator time upper 
control limit if an instantaneous actuator time reaches 
said actuator time upper control limit before an instan 
taneous deformation value reaches said deformation 
loWer control limit; 

s) producing a second acceptable deformed bond member 
in accordance With step 0) and step p), q) or r) from said 
second bonding precursor member, Wherein said second 
acceptable deformed bond member has a second ?nal 
deformation value substantially not equal to said ?rst 
?nal deformation value. 

12. The process control procedure of claim 11, Wherein 
saidbonding precursor member is a free airball, an intact Wire 
or an intact tab lead. 

13. The process control procedure of claim 11, Wherein 
said ?rst or second acceptable deformed bond member is a 
ball bond, a ball bump, a stitch bond or a tab bond. 

14. The process control procedure of claim 11, Wherein 
said bonding energy actuator is an ultrasonic transducer and 
said bonding energy is ultrasonic energy. 

15. The process control procedure of claim 11 further com 
prising predetermining a nominal deformation value for 
deforming a bonding precursor member less than said defor 
mation upper control limit. 
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16. The process control procedure of claim 15, Wherein 

said nominal actuator time value corresponds to a desired 
shut-doWn time value for a bonding precursor member and 
said nominal deformation value corresponds to a desired ?nal 
deformation value for an acceptable deformed bond member. 

17. The process control procedure of claim 11 further com 
prising: serially repeating steps f)-l) and/or m)-s) for a series 
of additional precursor bonding members to produce a series 
of additional acceptable deformed bond members from said 
series of additional bonding precursor members, Wherein all 
of said ?nal deformation values for said acceptable deformed 
bond members form a distribution of ?nal deformation val 
ues. 

18. The process control procedure of claim 17, Wherein, all 
of said ?nal deformation values form a constrained deforma 
tion distribution narroWer than a deformation distribution for 
a plurality of deformed bond members each having a ?nal 
deformation value determined by a ?xed predetermined shut 
doWn time value. 

19. A process control procedure for a bonding process 
comprising: 

predetermining a deformation limit for deforming a bond 
ing precursor member; 

predetermining a deforming time limit for deforming a 
bonding precursor member; 

de?ning a shut-doWn time value as corresponding to an 
earliest occurrence of a ?rst shut-doWn condition or an 

earliest occurrence of a second shut-doWn condition, 
Wherein said ?rst shut-doWn condition occurs When a 
deformation value of said bonding precursor member 
reaches said deformation limit before a deforming time 
value for said bonding precursor member reaches said 
deforming time limit and said second shut-doWn condi 
tion occurs When a deforming time value for said bond 
ing precursor member reaches said deforming time limit 
before a deformation value of said bonding precursor 
member reaches said deformation limit; 

deforming a ?rst bonding precursor member While moni 
toring deformation values of said ?rst bonding precursor 
member and deforming time values for said ?rst bonding 
precursor member; 

determining at a ?rst monitored deforming time value for 
said ?rst bonding precursor member that a ?rst moni 
tored deformation value of said ?rst bonding precursor 
member has reached said deformation limit before said 
?rst monitored deforming time value has reached said 
deforming time limit, thereby triggering an earliest 
occurrence of said ?rst shut-doWn condition for said ?rst 
bonding precursor member; 

shutting doWn deformation of said ?rst bonding precursor 
member in response to said earliest occurrence of said 
?rst shut-doWn condition for said ?rst bonding precursor 
member such that ?rst monitored deforming time value 
is said ?rst shut-doWn time value; 

producing a ?rst acceptable deformed bond member from 
said ?rst bonding precursor member having a ?rst ?nal 
deformation value substantially equal to said deforma 
tion limit; 

deforming a second bonding precursor member While 
monitoring deformation values for said second bonding 
precursor member and deforming time values for said 
second bonding precursor member; 

determining at a second monitored deforming time value 
for said second bonding precursor member that said 
second monitored deforming time value has reached 
said deforming time limit before a second monitored 
deformation value of said second bonding precursor 
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member has reached said deformation limit, thereby 
triggering an earliest occurrence of said second shut 
doWn condition for said second bonding precursor mem 

ber; 
shutting doWn deformation of said second bonding precur 

sor member in response to said earliest occurrence of 

said second shut-doWn condition for said second bond 
ing precursor member such that said second monitored 
deforming time Value is a second shut-doWn time Value; 
and 

producing a second acceptable deformed bond member 
from said second bonding precursor member having a 
second ?nal deformation Value substantially less than 
said deformation limit. 

20. The process control procedure of claim 1, Wherein said 
?rst shut-doWn time Value is substantially less than said sec 
ond shut-doWn time Value. 

21. The process control procedure of claim 1, Wherein 
application of said ?rst bonding energy is essentially con 
stant. 
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22. The process control procedure of claim 21, Wherein 

said ?rst bonding energy and said second bonding energy are 
essentially equal. 

23. The process control procedure of claim 1, Wherein said 
?rst bonding precursor member is deformed before said sec 
ond bonding precursor member. 

24. The process control procedure of claim 1, Wherein said 
second bonding precursor member is deformed before said 
?rst bonding precursor member. 

25. The process control procedure of claim 11, Wherein 
said ?rst shut-doWn time Value is substantially less than said 
second shut-doWn time Value. 

26. The process control procedure of claim 11, Wherein 
application of said ?rst bonding energy is essentially con 
stant. 

27. The process control procedure of claim 26, Wherein 
said ?rst bonding energy and said second bonding energy are 
essentially equal. 

28. The process control procedure of claim 19, Wherein 
said ?rst shut-doWn time Value is substantially less than said 
second shut-doWn time Value. 

* * * * * 


